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The T-cell (TCR) repertoire relies on the diversity of receptors composed of two chains, called
α and β, to recognize pathogens. Using results of high throughput sequencing and computational
chain-pairing experiments of human TCR repertoires, we quantitively characterize the αβ generation
process. We estimate the probabilities of a rescue recombination of the β chain on the second
chromosome upon failure or success on the first chromosome. Unlike β chains, α chains recombine
simultaneously on both chromosomes, resulting in correlated statistics of the two genes which we
predict using a mechanistic model. We find that ∼ 28% of cells express both α chains. Altogether,
our statistical analysis gives a complete quantitative mechanistic picture that results in the observed
correlations in the generative process. We learn that the probability to generate any TCRαβ is lower
than 10−12 and estimate the generation diversity and sharing properties of the αβ TCR repertoire.
INTRODUCTION
The adaptive immune system confers protection
against many different pathogens using a diverse set of
specialized receptors expressed on the surface of T-cells.
The ensemble of the expressed receptors is called a reper-
toire and its diversity and composition encode the ability
of the immune system to recognize antigens. T-cell re-
ceptors (TCR) are composed of two chains, α and β, that
together bind antigenic peptides presented on the mul-
tihistocompatability complex (MHC). High-throughput
immune sequencing experiments give us insight into the
repertoire composition through lists of TCR, typically
centered around the most diverse region, the Complimen-
tary Determining Region 3 (CDR3) of these chains [1–5].
Until recently most experiments and analyses focused on
only one of the two chains at a time, and studies of TCR
with both chains were limited to low-throughput meth-
ods [6–8]. Recent technological and analytical break-
throughs now allow us to simultaneously determine the
sequences of both α and β chains expressed on cells of
the same clone in a high-throughput way [9] (see also
analysis of unpublished data obtained by single-cell se-
quencing in [10]). These advances make it possible to
study the repertoires of paired receptors, and to revisit
the questions of the generation, distribution, diversity
and overlap of TCR repertoires previously studied at the
single-chain level [11–17], but also to gain insight into the
mechanisms of T-cell recombination and maturation.
TCR receptor diversity arises from genetic recombina-
tion of the α and β chains of thymocytes in the thymus.
Each chain locus consists of a constant region (C), and
multiple gene segments V (52 for the human β chain and
≈ 70 for α), D (2 and 0) and J (13 and 61). Recombi-
nation proceeds by selecting one of each type of segment
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and joining them together, with additional deletions or
insertions of base pairs at the junctions. TCRβ is first
recombined and expressed along with the pre-T cell re-
ceptor alpha (a non-recombined template gene) on the
surface of the cell to be checked for function. T cells
then divide a few times before TCRα recombination be-
gins, at which point the thymic selection process acts
on the complete receptor. The recombination of each
chain often result in non-productive genes (e.g. with
frameshifts or stop codons). Subsequent rescue and se-
lection mechanisms ensure that all mature T cells express
at least one functional receptor. Recombination of the β
chain on the second chromosome may be attempted if
the initial recombination was unsuccessful. By contrast,
the α chain is recombined on both chromosomes simul-
taneously [18], and proceeds through several recombina-
tion attempts that successively join increasingly distal V
and J segments (Fig. 1). Taken together, recombination
events can potentially produce up to 4 chains (2 α and 2
β) in each cell. In principle, allelic exclusion ensures that
only one receptor may be expressed on the surface of the
cell, but this process is leaky: 7% of T-cells have two pro-
ductive β-chains [19, 20], and %1 express both of them
on the surface [21–23]. Allelic exclusion in the α chain
is less well quantified as it relies on different mechanisms
[24, 25], with estimates ranging from 7% [8] to 30% [22]
of cells with two functionally expressed α chains.
Despite the partial characterization of the various
mechanisms underpinning the recombination, rescue and
selection of the two TCR chains, a complete quantitative
picture of these processes is still lacking. For instance,
the probability of recombination rescue, the probability
for a chain to pass selection, or the extent of allelic ex-
clusion, have not been measured precisely. Here we re-
analyse the data from [9] to link together each of the 4
α and β chains of single clones, and study α-α and β-
β pairs as well as α-β pairs. Using these pairings, we
propose a mechanistic model of recombination of the two
chains on the two chromosomes, inspired by [26], and
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2FIG. 1. Formation of a T-cell receptor. The β chain is
rearranged before the α chain. The recombination on the two
chromosomes is sequential for β, and parallel for α. Dotted
lines indicate optional events. Rescue events on the α chain
correspond to successive recombinations of the same locus (see
also schematic in Fig. 3).
study the statistics of the resulting functional αβ TCR.
RESULTS
Pairing multiple chains in the same clone
We analysed previously published data on sequenced
T-cell CDR3 regions obtained from two human subjects
(PairSEQ), as described by Howie and collaborators [9].
In the original study, sequences of α and β chain pairs
associated to the same clone were isolated using a com-
bination of high-throughput sequencing and combinato-
rial statistics. Briefly, T cell samples were deposited into
wells of a 96-well plate, their RNA extracted, reverse-
transcribed into cDNA with the addition of a well-specific
barcode, amplified by PCR, and sequenced. αβ pairs ap-
pearing together in many wells were assumed to be as-
sociated with the same T-cell clone, and thus expressed
together in the same cells. Because the method relies
on the presence of cells of the same clone in many wells,
the method can only capture large memory T cell clones
present in multiple copies in the same blood sample.
Naive clones which have a population size of around 10,
or concentration of 10−10 [27], are not expected to be
paired in this way.
We generalized the statistical method of [9] to asso-
ciate α-α and β-β pairs present in the same clone. Along
with α-β pairings, this allowed us to reconstruct the full
TCR content of a cell. Two additional difficulties arise
when trying to pair chains of the same type. First, truly
distinct pairs of chains must be distinguished from reads
associated with the same sequence but differing by a few
nucleotides as a result of sequencing errors. We set a
threshold of 11 nucleotide mismatches on the distribution
of distances between paired chains (Fig. S1) to remove
duplicates while minimizing the loss of real pairs. Sec-
ond, because of allelic exclusions, one of the two chains
of the same type is typically expressed in much smaller
amounts than the other. As a result, we find much fewer
α-α and β-β pairs than α-β pairs.
Table I summarizes the numbers of pairs found in
each experiment, with a significance threshold chosen to
achieve a 1% false discovery rate (see Methods). This
method can then be used to recreate the complete TCR
content of a given clone, and set apart clones expressing
multiple TCR receptors.
Correlations between chains of the same cell
Correlations between the features of the recombina-
tion events of the chains present in the same cells are
informative about the rules governing the formation of
a mature αβ TCR in the case of α-β pairings, and also
about the mechanisms and temporal organization of re-
combination on the two chromosomes in the case of α-α
and β-β pairings. We computed the mutual information,
a non-parametric measure of correlations (see Methods),
between pairs of recombination features for each chain:
V, D, and J segment choices, and the numbers of dele-
tions and insertions at each junction (Fig. 2). Because
recombination events cannot be assigned with certainty
to a given sequence, we used the IGoR software [28] to
associate recombination events to each sequence with a
probabilistic weight reflecting the confidence we have in
this assignment (see Methods). We have shown previ-
ously that this probabilistic correction removes spurious
correlations between recombination events [12, 28]. Cor-
relations within single chains recapitulate previously re-
ported results for the β [12] and α [29] chains. Inter-chain
correlations, highlighted by red boxes, are only accessible
thanks to the chain pairings.
We find no correlation between the number of inser-
tions in different chains across all pair types. Such a
correlation could have been expected because Terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), the enzyme respon-
sible for insertions, is believed to correlate with the num-
ber of inserted base pairs [30], and is expected to be con-
stant across recombination events in each cell. The lack
of correlation between different insertion events thus sug-
gests that the there is no shared variability arising from
differences in TdT concentration across cells.
We report generally weak correlations between the α
and β chains (Fig. 2A and Fig. S2 for an analysis of statis-
tical significance), with a total sum of 0.36 bits, about 10
times lower than the total intra-gene correlations of the
α chain. The largest correlation is between the choice
of Vα and Vβ genes (0.036 bits) and Jα and Vβ genes
(0.033 bits), in agreement with the analysis of [10] on
unpublished single-cell data. These correlations proba-
bly do not arise from biases in the recombination pro-
cess, because recombination of the two chains occurs on
different loci (located on distinct chromosomes) and at
different stages of T cell maturation. A more plausi-
ble explanation is that thymic selection preferentially se-
lects some chain associations with higher folding stabil-
ity or better peptide-MHC recognition properties. Dis-
tinguishing recombination- from selection-induced corre-
3FIG. 2. Mutual information (a non-parametric
measure of correlations) between the recombination
events of the paired chains: V, D, and J segment choice,
numbers of bases deleted from the 3’ end of the V-gene (delV),
the 5′ end of the J-gene (delJ), and both ends of the D-gene for
the β chain (del5′D and del3′D for the 5′ and 3′ ends, respec-
tively); number of insertions of random nucleotides between
V and J segments (insVJ) for the α chain, and between V and
D (insVD) and between J and D (insDJ) segments for the β
chain. Mutual information for (A) α-β pairs (on the right in
green: close-up of the inter-chain mutual information); (B)
α-α pairs; and (C) β-β pairs. Inter-chain correlations are
highlighted by red boxes. To remove systematic biases in
mutual information estimation from finite data, the mutual
information of shuffled data was subtracted (see Methods).
For a statistical anlaysis of the significance of the reported
mutual informations, see Fig. S2.
lations would require analysing pairs of non-productive
sequences, which are not subjected to selection, but the
number of such pairs in the dataset was too small to
extract statistically significant results. An analysis of
the correlations between gene segments (Fig. S3) does not
show any particular structure.
Pairs of β chains show almost no correlations (Fig. 2C
and Fig. S2 for an analysis of statistical signifi-
cance). Looking in detail at the correlations between
gene segments reveals a strongly negative correlation
of TCRBV21-01 and TCRBV23-01 (both pseudogenes)
with themselves (Fig. S4), which is expected because at
least one of the two β chain must have a non-pseudogene
V. More generally, correlations are likely to arise from
selection effects, since the two recombination events of
the two β chains are believed to happen sequentially and
independently. The fact that at least one of the chains
needs to be functional for the cell to survive breaks the
independence between the two recombination events.
By contrast, the α-α pairs have very strong corre-
lations between the V and J usages of the two chro-
mosomes, and none between any other pair of features
(Fig. 2B). These correlations arise from the fact that the
two α recombination events occur processively and si-
multaneously on the two chromosomes, as we analyse in
more detail below.
Correlations between α chains can be explained by a
rescue mechanism
We wondered whether the detailed structure of the
observed correlations between the α chains on the two
chromosomes could be explained by a simple model of re-
combination rescue. The correlations of the Vα segments
on the two chromosomes and of the Jα segments show
a similar spatial structure as a function of their order-
ing on the chromosome (see Fig 3A): proximal genes are
preferentially chosen together on the two chromosomes,
as are distal genes. The correlations between the Vα gene
segment on the first chromosome and the Jα on the sec-
ond chromosome also show a similar diagonal structure
(Fig. S5).
The two chromosomes recombine simultaneously, and
proceed by successive trials and rescues. If the first re-
combination attempt fails to produce a functional chain,
another recombination event may happen on the same
chromosome between the remaining distal V and J seg-
ments, excising the failed rearranged gene in the pro-
cess. The recombination of a functional chain on either of
the chromosomes immediately stops the process on both
chromosomes. By the time this happens on one chromo-
some, a similar number of recombination attempts will
have occurred on the other chromosome. We hypothesize
that this synchrony is the main source of correlations be-
tween the Vα and Jα gene usages of the two chains.
To validate this hypothesis, we simulated a minimal
model of the rescue process similar to [26] (Methods), in
which the two chromosomes are recombined in parallel.
If recombination happens to fail on both chromosomes,
repeated “rescue” recombinations (which we limit to 5)
take place between outward nearby segments (Fig 3C).
The covariance matrices obtained from the simulations
for both Vα and Jα (Fig. 3B) show profiles that are very
similar to the data, with positive correlations along the
diagonal, in particular at the two ends of the sequence.
However, the actual distributions of V and J genes seg-
ments (see Fig. S6) are much more heterogeneous than
the slowly decaying distribution implied by our simple
model: the question of gene usage is further complicated
by other factors, such as gene accessibility and primer
specificity.
4FIG. 3. Evidence of the rescue mechanism. (A)
Pearson correlation between V and J gene segment usage for
TCRα. The correlation is taken between the truth values of
particular V and J gene choices (a value of 1 is assigned if a
given segment is observed and 0 if it is not, see Methods for
details). (B) Same Pearson correlation as in (A) calculated
from simulations of the rescue mechanism model depicted in
(C). (C) Cartoon of the rescue mechanism. The rescue hap-
pens simultaneously on the two chromosomes. Once one of
the re-arrangements results in a functional rearrangement, re-
combination stops. In the end, the V and J gene segments
selected on both chromosomes are close to each other in the
germline ordering.
Probability of recombination of the second
chromosome
We wondered if the paired data could be used to
estimate the percentage of cells with two recombined
chains of the same type. However, since pairing was
done based on mRNA transcripts through cDNA se-
quencing, silenced or suppressed genes are not expected
to be among the identified pairs, leading to a system-
atic underestimation of double recombinations. While
the authors of [9] also provided a genomic DNA (gDNA)
dataset that does not have this issue, the number of se-
quences was too small to resolve statistically significant
pairings. Nonetheless, we can derive strict bounds from
the proportion of productive sequences found in this (un-
paired) gDNA dataset. Following recombination, using
IGoR we estimate pαnc = 69.5% of the α sequences, and
pβnc = 73.5% of β sequences are non-coding or contain
a stop codon. We collectively refer to as “non-coding”
sequences. The remaining sequences, called “coding”,
make up a fraction pα,βc = 1− pα,βnc of random rearrange-
ments. We denote by pαf and p
β
f the probability that a
coding sequence can express a functional α or β chain
that can ensure its selection.
Expressed
Yes
No
1st chromosome 2nd chromosome
Expressed
FIG. 4. Probability of recombination of the second
chromosome (A) Decision tree of the recombination process
for one chain (α or β). The first part shows the recombination
of the first chromosome, the second part of the second chro-
mosome. In each area a binary choice is made. Red crosses
indicate decision outcomes that lead to no observed sequence.
Observable outcomes (with at least one coding sequence) are
indicated at the end of the tree by green ticks. C stands for
coding, nC for non-coding. (B) Bounds on the allowed val-
ues of rescue probabilities for the β chain calculated from the
decision tree in (A). The black part of the graph corresponds
to the allowed values of p′r (probability of a second recombi-
nation for β if the first was successful) and pr (probability of
a second recombination for β if the first was not successful).
The bounds were obtained by imposing 0 < pβf < 1 in Eq. 1.
(C) Bounds on the allowed values of rescue probabilities for
the α chain. They are consistent with both chromosomes re-
combining simultaneously and independently, pr = p
′
r = 1.
The number of observed non-coding sequences depends
on whether the second chromosome attempts to recom-
bine following the recombination of the first one. We
call pr the probability that a second recombination hap-
pens when the first recombination fails to produce a func-
tional chain, and p′r when the first recombination suc-
ceeds. Then, the proportion fnc of observed non-coding
sequences can be written as (see tree in Fig. 4 and Meth-
ods):
fnc =
(pr + p
′
r)pnc
1 + p′r + 2(1− pfpc)pr
. (1)
5Note that this formula assumes that the presence of more
than one functional chain does not affect its selection
probability. Comparing the proportion of observed non-
coding β chain sequences calculated from Eq. 1 with the
values from gDNA data (fβnc = 18±1% in [9] and 14% in
[11]), allows us to constrain the values of pβr and p
β
r
′
. The
probability of a second recombination, even if the first re-
combination failed, is always lower than 65% (Fig 4A).
By constrast, the observed fraction of non-coding se-
quences in the α chain, fαnc = 40±1%, constrains the the
rescue probabilities pαr and p
α
r
′ to be close to 100% (Fig
4B), in agreement with the fact that both chromosomes
are believed to recombine independenly. Assuming strict
independence, pαr = p
α
r
′ = 1 puts bounds on the prob-
ability that a random coding α sequence is functional,
70% ≤ pαf ≤ 100%.
Fraction of cells with two functional α chains
Can we learn from pairing data what fraction of cells
expressed two chains of the same type? gDNA pairings
do not allow us to do that, because they are severely lim-
ited by sequencing depth: most chains cannot be paired
because of material losses, and estimating the fraction
of cells with several chains is impossible. While cDNA
pairings are in principle less susceptible to material loss,
non-functional sequences are much less expressed than
functional ones [23, 25], lowering their probability of be-
ing paired and introducing uncontrolled biases in the es-
timate of fractions of cells with different chain composi-
tions. However, we can use this difference in expression
patterns by examining the distribution of read counts
for each type of chain. For each sequence, we sum the
number of its reads in all wells. Only the third experi-
ment (the most data rich) is considered to avoid pooling
together datasets with different sequencing depths. Se-
quences of chains paired with a non-coding chain of the
same type must be functional and expressed on the sur-
face of the cell. Those sequences have a markedly differ-
ent distribution of read counts than non-coding sequences
(Fig. S7A and B). Coding sequences that are coupled
with another coding sequence can be either expressed or
silenced, depending on their own functionality and the
status of the other chain. Thus, their read count should
follow a mixture distribution of both expressed and si-
lenced sequences, the latter being assumed to follow the
same distribution as noncoding sequences. Fitting the
parameters of this mixture to the read counts of paired
coding sequences (Fig. S7C) yields the total proportion
pe ≤ pf of functional and expressed sequences, among all
functional coding sequences pf . The mixture is expected
to better represent the distribution at high read counts,
where drop-out effects are less likely to lead to loss of
pairs.
For α sequences, we found pαe = 64 ± 5%, meaning
that 2pαe − 1 = 28% ± 10% of cells express two differ-
ent α chains (see Methods). This number is consistent
with older results [31], but slightly higher than a recent
estimate of 14% based on single-cell sequencing [8]. How-
ever, that estimate may be affected by material loss and
should be viewed as a lower bound. Another estimate
from the same data [31], but taking into account mate-
rial loss (see Methods), suggests that 24 ± 5% of cells
have two functional and expressed α chains, consistent
with our own estimate.
For β chains, the fit is noisier, because non-coding se-
quences are much more suppressed and therefore scarcer
than for the α chain (only 4.5% of sequences are non-
coding). We estimate that there are 8-10 times more si-
lenced coding sequences than non-coding sequences, but
the fit does not allow us to estimate the fraction of cells
with two expressed β chains, although this number is
consistent with 0 according to the data.
Functional sequences are more restricted than ‘just
coding’ sequences
It is often assumed that all coding sequences must be
functional, and previous studies have used the difference
between coding and non-coding sequences to quantify the
effects of selection [14, 32, 33]. However, some fraction
of coding sequences may actually be disfunctional, si-
lenced, or not properly expressed on the cell surface. By
contrast, sequences that can be paired with a non-coding
sequence of the same type must be functional and ex-
pressed on the cell surface, lest the cell that carries them
dies. These sequences represent a non-biased sample of
all functional sequences, and their statistics may differ
from those of ‘just coding’ sequences. In Table II we re-
port the differences between the two ensembles in terms
of CDR3 length (defined from the conserved cystein of
V and the conserved phenylalanine or tryptophan of J,
corresponding to IMGT positions 105 to 117) and gene
usage. All comparisons are with sequences that could be
paired with another one to remove possible biases from
the pairing process.
We find that functional sequences are on average
slightly larger (by 1-2 nucleotides) than coding and non-
coding sequences (Table II and Fig. S8). More markedly,
the variance of their length is smaller, implying stronger
selection towards a prefered length in the functional en-
semble than in the coding and non-coding ensembles.
These observations, which hold for both the α or β
chains, indicate that the functional ensemble (as defined
here using pairing information) is more restricted than
‘just coding’ sequences, and gives a more precise picture
of the selected repertoire.
The impact of selection can also be measured by how
much gene usage departs from the unselected ensemble
using the Kullback-Leibler divergence (see Methods and
Table II), offering a more contrasted view. Vβ and Jα
usages are similar in functional and coding sequences in
terms of their divergence with non-coding sequences. For
Jβ however, this divergence is higher in functional than
6in simply coding sequences, while the opposite is true for
Vα.
Model predicts very rare αβ TCR sharing
Ignoring small correlations between features of the α
and β chains reported in Fig. 2, we can assume that the
probability of generating a αβ pair is given by the prod-
uct of the probabilities of generating each chain indepen-
dently. These probabilities can be calculated using the
IGoR software [28] for each paired chain in our datasets.
The distribution of the pair generation probabilities ob-
tained in this way (Fig. 5 A) shows an enormous breadth,
spanning more than 20 orders of magnitude. We self-
consistently validated the assumption of independence
by showing that random assortments of α and β chains
yielded an identical distribution of generation probabili-
ties (green curve).
FIG. 5. Generation probability of a full αβ TCR. (A)
Distribution of the generation probabilities of αβ pairs, ob-
tained by multiplying the generation probabilities of the α
and β sequences. The graph shows the distribution for paired
sequences (blue) and random associations of αβ pairs (green).
The error bars represent three standard deviations, and the
inset shows the same plot on a double logarithmic scale. (B)
Number of CDR3 nucleotide sequences found in n among 10
individuals with a sample depth of N = 106 unique αβ TCR
per individual. The probability of more than two people shar-
ing the same TCR receptor is extremely small.
The maximum TCR generation probability is < 10−12,
meaning that generating the same pair twice indepen-
dently is extremely unlikely. This suggests that, without
strong antigenic selection, only a negligible number of
full TCR sequences will be shared in samples obtained
from distinct individuals. To make that prediction more
quantitative, we simulated a computational model of se-
quence generation followed by thymic selection. α and β
chains were generated by IGoR, and then each TCRαβ
amino-acid sequence was kept with probability q to mim-
ick thymic selection [17]. We further assume that selec-
tion acts on each chain independently, so that the ratio
q is given by qαqβ , where qα,β are the selection probabil-
ities infered from the analysis of single chains. These se-
lection factors can be obtained by fitting the curve giving
the number of unique amino-acid sequences as a function
of unique nucleotide sequences [17], yielding qβ = 0.037
and qα = 0.16 (Fig. S9).
Using the model, we can make predictions about the
expected number of TCRαβ nucleotide sequences shared
between any of 10 individuals (Fig. 5 B) for which a mil-
lion unique synthetic TCRαβ were obtained. We find
that, while a substantial fraction of sequences of each
chain are expected to be shared by several individu-
als, sharing the full TCRαβ is very unlikely, and drops
well below 1 for more than 2 individuals. This suggests
that the existence in real data of any TCRαβ shared
between several individuals should be interpreted as re-
sulting from strong common selection processes, prob-
ably associated with antigen-specific proliferation, lead-
ing to convergent selection of the shared sequences. A
concomitant question concerns the total number of TCR
sequences shared between two individuals. This number
does not depend on selection or sample size, but rather on
the total number of different clonotypes in an individual.
While this last quantity is not precisely known, estimates
range between 108 and 1011 [13, 34]. Using the analyt-
ical formulas and numerical procedure described in [17]
with these estimates of the repertoire size, we predict the
proportion of shared clonotypes between two individuals
to fall between 0.001% and 0.1% of their full repertoires
(see Methods for details).
Co-activation of cells sharing the same β chain
To further investigate the effects of convergent selec-
tion, we quantified how often the same α chain was
associated with distinct β chains in different clones
(Fig. S10A), and vice versa (Fig. S10B). While associa-
tion of a β with 2 distinct α chains could happen in the
same cell because of the existence of two copies, we found
a substantial fraction (3%) of all paired TCRβ that could
be associated with three or more TCRα.
Convergent recombination of β can create clones that
shares their β but not their α chains. This effect can
be quantified using the generation and thymic selection
model introduced in the previous paragraph. Simulations
with the same sample sizes as the data show that such
convergent recombination is predicted to happen with a
rate of 0.5%, and thus cannot explain the data. How-
ever, there is another effect at play: cells divide around
5 times between β and α recombination, which leads to
clones with the same β chain but with up to 25 ∼ 30 dis-
tinct α chains. A simulation considering these two effects
together (see Methods) predicts a sharing fraction of 3%,
consistent with the fraction observed empirically.
DISCUSSION
Analysing computationally reconstructed pairs of TCR
α and β chains, as well as α-α and β-β pairs, allowed us to
quantify the various steps of sequence generation, rescue
7mechanisms, convergent selection, and sharing that were
not accessible from just single-chain data.
Pairing α chains in single cells revealed correlations
that were suggestive of a parallel and processive mech-
anism of VJ recombination in the two chromosomes.
These signatures were well recapitulated by a simple com-
putational model of successive rescue recombinations.
Our model is similar to that of [26], but differs in its
details and parameters, as the original model could not
reproduce the correlation pattern of the data.
We estimated that ∼ 28% of cells express two α chain,
higher than a recent report of 14% using single-cell se-
quencing [8]. However, this fraction is very hard to assess
experimentally from high-throughput sequencing, as ma-
terial loss can lead to its underestimation. While our
estimate is indirect, we expected it to be more robust to
such loss.
Our finding that the statistics of the two chains are
largely independent of each other — with only a weak cor-
relation between Vβ and (Vα, Jα) usage — is in agreement
with recent observations using direct single-cell chain
pairing [10]. While independence between the α and
β recombination processes is perhaps expected because
they occur at different stages of T-cell development, it
is worth emphasizing that the absence of correlations re-
ported here involves coding TCRαβ sequences, which are
believed to be largely restricted by thymic selection. This
restriction can introduce correlations, notably through
negative selection which could forbid certain αβ combi-
nations. Our results do not exclude such joint selection,
but suggests that it does not introduce observable bi-
ases. The independence between the two chains implies
that the entropies of the two generation processes can be
simply summed to obtain the entropy of the full TCRαβ.
Taking the values previously reported in [15] of 26 bits
for the α chain, and 38 bits for the β chain, yields 64 bits
for the TCRαβ, i.e. a diversity number of 264 ≈ 2 · 1019.
The independence between the chains also allowed us
to make predictions about the amount of TCR reper-
toire overlap one should expect between samples from
different individuals. Our analysis predicts that sharing
of αβ pairs between two samples should be rare, and
that sharing between more than two is exceptional. In
a recent report [10], 26 TCRαβ pairs were found to be
shared between any 2 of 5 individuals. Our result in-
dicate that such a high level of sharing cannot be ex-
plained by convergent recombination alone: by simulat-
ing samples of the same size as in [10], we estimated
a total expected number of 0.001 sequences between all
their pairs (see Methods). The much higher number of
shared sequences reported in the original study may re-
sult from over-correcting for sequencing errors, or alter-
natively from strong convergent selection in all 5 donors.
A clonotype expansion of 104 (not unexpected in the con-
text of an immune response, see e.g. [35]) would be suf-
ficient to explain this result.
Future studies collecting the αβ repertoires of more
individuals, as promised by the rapid development of
single-cell sequencing techniques, will help us get a more
detailed picture of the diversity and sharing properties of
the TCRαβ repertoires. Our analysis provides a useful
baseline against which to compare and assess the results
of these future works.
METHODS
Generation model
The generation model was obtained and used through the
IGoR software [28]. The IGoR software is able to learn, from
out-of-frame receptor sequences, the statistics of a V(D)J re-
combination process. We don’t use IGoR in its inference ca-
pacity here, but rather rely on the pre-inferred recombination
model for TRA and TRB chains in humans supplied with
IGoR, as the recombination process is widely shared between
individuals [12]. Briefly, the probabilities of recombination of
α and β chains factorize as:
Pαrecomb = P (V, J)P (delV |V )P (delJ |J)P (insV J)
×
insV J∏
i
PV J (ni|ni−1) ,
(2)
P βrecomb = P (V,D, J)P (delV |V )P (insV J)
× P (delD5′delD3′∣∣D)P (insDJ)
× P (delJ |J)
insVD∏
i
PVD (mi|mi−1)
×
insDJ∏
i
PDJ (ri|ri−1) ,
(3)
where (ni), (mi), (ri) are the inserted nucleotides at the VJ,
VD, and DJ junctions. IGoR infers these probabilities
through an Expectation-Maximization algorithm as described
previously.
We rely on IGoR for:
• The generation of synthetic sequences with the same
statistic as V(D)J recombination, which we use to pre-
dict sharing between individuals.
• The computation of the probability of generation
of a sequence s by summing over all the sce-
narios that are compatible with it, Pgen(s) =∑
scenario→s Precomb(scenario), which allows us to gener-
ate Figure 5. We also use this feature to predict sharing
between very number large of sequences using Eq. 6 (see
[17] for details).
Pairing of sequences
We use the data and method of [9] to infer pairing from
sequencing data of cells partitioned in W = 95 wells (in-
stead of 96 as erroneously reported in the original paper,
as one of the wells did not provide any results). We cal-
culate the p-value that two sequences each present in w1
and w2 well are found together in w12 wells, under the null
model that they are distributed randomly and independently:
p(w1,2, w1, w2,W ) =
∑
u≥w12
(
w1
u
)(
W−w1
w2−u
)
/
(
W
w2
)
.
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(10−4). For α − α and β − β pairs, we apply a threshold
on their Levenshtein distances in order to remove most of
the false pairings (pairing of near identical sequences due to
sequencing errors). Then for each pair of well occupation
numbers (w1, w2), we set the p-value threshold so that false
discovery rate (using the BenjaminiHochberg procedure) is
always less than 1%. Compared to the analysis of Ref. [9],
where the discreteness of the p-value distribution was taken
into account by using a permutation algorithm, our approach
is more conservative, as we worried about the potential effect
of fake pairings on the false discovery rate. Thus our reported
number of pairs (Table 1) slightly differs from that reported
in the original study.
Information quantities
The mutual information (in bits) of two variables X,Y
with a joint distribution p(x, y) is defined by: I(X,Y ) =∑
x,y p(x, y) log2[p(x, y)/(p(x)p(y))]. We estimated it from
the empirical histogram of (x, y) using a finite size correction
[36], (nXnY − nX − nY + 1)/2N log(2), where N is the sam-
ple size, and nA is the number of different values the variable
A can take.
In the specific case of sequences in paired cells, a better
correction can be obtained by computing the mutual infor-
mation between shuffled sequences, where the two chains are
assorted at random.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence between two distribution
p(x) and q(x) of a variable X is given by: DKL(p‖q) =∑
x p(x) log2(p(x)/q(x)).
Simulation of the rescue process
The V and J genes are indexed by i and j from most prox-
imal to most distal along the chromosome: Vi, i = 1, . . . LV
and Jj , j = 1, . . . LJ . In the first recombination attempt
of the first chromosome, the model picks the V and J gene
indices i1 and j1 from a truncated geometric distribution,
P (i1 = i) ∝ (1 − p)i−1 (and likewise for j1), with p = 0.05.
The same process is simulated for the second chromosome.
With probability 2/3 for each chromosome, the recombina-
tion fails. If both chromosome fail, a second recombination
takes place on each between more distal genes indexed by
i2 > i1 and j2 > j1, distributed as P (i2 = i) ∝ (1− p)i2−i1−1
(and likewise for j2), to reflect observations that successive
recombination occur on nearby genes in the germline [37]. If
recombination repeatedly fail on both chromosomes, the pro-
cess is repeated up to 5 times [38]. This model is similar to
that of [26], where a uniform instead of a geometric distribu-
tion was used.
Bounds on rescue probabilities
Non coding sequences can only appear in the TCR reper-
toire if they share a cell with a functional sequence. The
probability of such a cell to appear in the selection process is
A = pnc(pr+p
′
r)pcpf . The probability for a cell to possess only
one functional receptor is B = pcpf(1 − p′r), while the prob-
ability to possess two receptors and at least one functional
one can be written as C = pcpf [pr (1− pcpf) + p′r]. The pro-
portion of non-coding reads is thus A/(B + 2C), which gives
Eq. 1.
Simple model of selection based on the V genes
segments
We have shown that the pairs Vα − Vβ and Jα − Vβ were
not independent (Fig. 2). In this section we define the simplest
model that can reproduce these correlations. The marginal
distributions pVα,Jα and pVβ , coupled with the experimental
pairing data can be used to obtain selection factors qVα,JαVβ :
p(Vα, Jα, Vβ) = pVα,Jα pVβ qVα,Jα,Vβ (4)
By adding a tunable temperature, we can modify the level of
selection we want to observe:
p(Vα, Jα, Vβ) ∝ pVα pVβ
(
qVα,Vβ
)1/T
(5)
When T → 0, the selection conserves only a few specific pairs
of V, while for T → ∞ there is no selection. This modifies
the mutual information between Vα and Vβ in the same cell,
but also, because V and J on the same chromosome are not
independent, the mutual information between Vα and Jβ . In
Fig. S11, we show the evolution of the mutual information
between Vα, Jα, Vβ and Jβ as a function of T . The model
underestimates the mutual information between Vα and Jβ
which hints that it may be necessary to also include Jβ in the
selection model.
Copy number distributions
We fit the empirical distribution of reads per coding chain,
ρc, with a mixture of two distributions (Fig. S4): ρe, cor-
responding to chain sequences that could be paired with a
non-coding sequence of the same type and thus believed to
be expressed; and ρnc corresponding to non-expressed se-
quences and learned from non-coding sequences. The fit
is done by mean square error minimization:
∫
dx(ρc(x) −
λ1ρnc(x)−λ2ρe(x))2. The fraction of expressed chains among
coding ones is then given by pe = λ2/(λ1 + λ2). Calling
p2α the proportion of cells with two expressed α, the result-
ing fraction pe of α sequences that are expressed should be
pe = (2p2α + (1− p2α))/2, hence p2α = 2pe − 1.
We find a value pαe = 28% ± 10%, not compatible with
the value of 14% ± 3% obtained in [8] (19 out of 139 cells
in which at least one productive sequence was found). But
the authors of [8] make their estimate by sequencing cDNA,
which can lead to different drop-out rates depending on the
nature of the sequence. Silenced productive sequences or non-
productive sequences are less expressed and their drop-out
rates are higher. They find two TCRA (productive or not) in
only 58% of cells, while both TCRA are expected to recombine
[25]. In this context the 14% rate can only be understood as
a lower bound. Assuming that non-productive and silenced
sequences are expressed in similar quantities, we obtain an
estimate for pαe of 24%± 5% (19 out of the 80 cells which had
two sequences, productive or not) from their data, which is
consistent with our result.
9Sharing estimation
We follow the methods of [17]. A large number of pro-
ductive α and β chain pair sequences are generated through
a stochastic model of recombination using IGoR [28]. Each
TCRαβ amino-acid sequence is then kept if its normalized
hash (a hash is a deterministic but maximally disordered func-
tion) is ≤ q = qαqβ , so that a random fraction q of sequences
passes selection. The values of qα and qβ are learned from
rarefaction curves showing the number of unique amino-acid
sequences of each chain as a function of the number of unique
nucleotide sequences (Fig. S5), using the analytical expres-
sions given in [17].
The predictions for the number of shared TCRαβ nu-
cleotide sequences reported in Fig. 5B, as well as the estima-
tion of the sharing between the full repertoire of two individ-
uals, are computed using the analytical expressions of [17]. If
N sequences are sampled in m individuals, the expected num-
ber of sequences which will be found in exactly k individuals
is:
Mk,m(N) =
∫ ∞
0
dpP (p)
(
m
k
)
eNp(m−k)
(
1− e−Np
)k
(6)
Without selection P (p) is the probability density function
for of sequences probabilities. We used this formula with
p = Pgen/q for selected sequences, and p = 0 otherwise. The
integral in Eq. 6 is evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation.
Derivations and details about the Monte Carlo simulation can
be found in [17]. We use this formula to estimate the propor-
tion of full receptors shared between two individuals.
β sharing
The results of [17] can also be used to estimate the the-
oretical proportion of clonotypes sharing a β in a sample of
size N . This sharing is due to two phenomena: the possibil-
ity of generating twice the same β sequence and the division
stage between the recombination of β and α. To simulate the
first mechanism we can, following [17], generate an important
number of β sequences (in-frame, no-stop codons) with IGoR,
associate to each of them a hash between 0 and 1 and then
only keep the sequences whose hash is lower than qβ to sim-
ulate the selection. The cellular division between β and α
recombination creates 30 cells with the same β and different
α. Some of these cells won’t have a functional α receptors,
while others will not pass selection, while there is no precise
way to quantify how many cells survive, we can consider an
estimate of roughly nd ≈ 10 cells. Because the probability
p(s) of generating a given sequence is so low, this increase
in cell number multiplies p(s) by nd, hence corresponds to a
change qβ → qβ/nd. Then, for 105 sequences and nd = 10,
we find that ≈ 3% of clonotypes are expected to share their
β sequence with another TCR.
Data and code availability
All the code and curated data used to produce the analyses
of this paper are available at https://github.com/Thopic/
TCR_pairings.
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TABLE I. Number of α-β, α-α and β-β statistically significant pairs in each of the three experiments from [9].
Samples were obtained from two human subjects X and Y and divided in three experiments (experiment 1, 2, and 3), with
different sequencing depths and different subjects: experiment 3 contains only sequences from X, while experiments 1 and 2
contain sequences from both subjects.
Exp. # cells unique α unique β pairs (α, β) pairs (α, α) pairs (β, β)
1 3.8× 105 1.8× 106 1.7× 106 1098 336 30
2 1.5× 107 2.7× 107 3.3× 107 79420 47665 7795
3 1.5× 107 5.1× 107 6.3× 107 129757 89957 15361
TABLE II. Length distribution and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence from the unselected (non-coding) ensemble
for different types of sequences: functional (and expressed), coding, and non-coding. The error on the standard
deviation of the length (estimated by bootstrap) is always lower than 0.2.
chain length: mean ± st. deviation (nt) Gene KL divergence (bits)
functional coding non-coding functional coding
α 42.0± 5.00 39.12± 6.67 40.0± 7.00 Vα 0.66± 0.05 1.39± 0.01
Jα 0.110± 0.005 0.119± 0.004
β 44.1± 5.03 43.17± 6.22 43.4± 7.82 Vβ 1.09± 0.06 1.03± 0.18
Jβ 0.12± 0.004 0.051± 0.008
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FIG. S1. Hamming distance between two TCRβ sequences identified as paired. Near-identical paired sequences are
in their vast majority due to sequencing error. The Hamming distance permits to separate effectively these sequences from
actually different sequences extracted from the same clone. A similar behaviour is observed for TCRα chains.
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st
FIG. S2. Comparison between the observed mutual information and the null for α-β (A) and β-β pairs (B). The
null distribution is obtained by shuffling the pairs, the error-bar represents the standard deviation over multiple shuffling. We
consider the raw mutual information, not corrected with the shuffled distribution, contrary to Fig. 2. With a false discovery
rate of 0.01 (using the BenjaminiHochberg procedure) and assuming a Gaussian distribution for the mutual information of
shuffled sequences, we find that, for β − β pairings, the only pairs of features passing the test are (in order of significance)
V1 − V2, V1 − InsDJ2 and Del3′D1 − InsDV2. By contrast, for α− β pairing, with the same false discovery rate (0.01), 36 out
of the 45 possible feature pairings are significant.
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A B
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FIG. S3. Pearson correlation coefficient between TCRA and TCRB genes. Vα - Vβ (A), Vα - Jβ (B), Jα - Vβ (C)
and Jα - Jβ (D). The correlation are generically small and do not show a particular structure.
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FIG. S4. Normalized covariance between V (left) and J (right) gene usages of pairs of β sequences found in the
same clone. The V21-01 and V23-01 genes are non-functional pseudogenes and are thus anticorrelated.
FIG. S5. Pearson correlation between the Vα gene fragment on the first chromosome and the Jα gene fragment
on the second chromosome. The correlations observed in Fig 3A and 3B are also observed here.
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FIG. S6. Distribution of the V and J gene fragments. In both case, they are ordered along the germline, 5’ to
3’.
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A
B
C
FIG. S7. Distribution of the number of reads of different types of TCRα RNA sequences. (A) non-coding; (B)
functional and expressed (i.e. paired with a non-coding sequence); (C) ‘just coding’ sequences. In panel (C), the full line
represents the best fit for a mixture of 36% of non-coding and 64% of functional, expressed sequences. Dashed lines show 10%
error intervals. To avoid biases in the comparisons, all sequences used in these distributions were paired.
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Expressed
FIG. S8. CDR3 length distribution of expressed and out-of-frame TCRα sequences. Expressed sequences have a
narrowed distribution than unselected ones. All sequences used in these distributions were paired.
FIG. S9. Number of unique amino-acid (translated) sequences as a function of the number of unique nucleotide
sequences for (A) α and (B) β chains. Red crosses are experimental data, blue line comes from simulations of the
recombination model with random selection. For α the value of q is inferred by least-square minimisation to be qα = 0.16,
while for β we used the value of qβ = 0.037 reported in Elhanati et al., Immunological Reviews, in press (2018).
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FIG. S10. (A) Distribution of the number of distinct α sequences that could be paired with a given β sequence.
(B) Distribution of the number of distinct β sequences that could be paired with a given α sequence. Only
sequences that appear in at least a pairing are considered. Since sequences may be paired with 2 chains of the other type in
a single cell, only chains with 3 or more associations unambiguously correspond to the convergent selection of that chain in
different clones.
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FIG. S11. The full blue (resp. yellow, green) line represent the mutual information between Vα/Vβ (resp. Vβ/Jα,
Jβ/Vα), as a function of temperature T , as described in the Methods section. The dot are the observed values
in the dataset.
